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NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL
Nuit blanche à Montréal is a massive cultural event offering citizens and tourists over 200 
mostly free activities. It registers every year around 300,000 visits through the evening 
hours. By presenting it in the heart of winter, the Festival kicks off “Nuits blanches” 
celebrations around the world. The 17th edition of the event will be held during the night 
of Saturday, February 29, 2020.

Nuit blanche à Montréal spotlights creativity in all its forms: visual arts, cinema,  
words (poetry literature, theater), dance, exhibitions, humour, illumination, music,  
sports and games.

Nuit blanche à Montréal takes place in nine pôles (zones) : Vieux-Montréal (Old Montréal), 
Quartier latin, Quartier des spectacles, Centre-ville (Downtown), Plateau Mont-Royal, 
Mile-End, Hochelaga, Nord (North) and Art Souterrain.

Nuit blanche à Montréal acts as presenter and intermediary, and works in concert with 
partners to support, facilitate and enable the presentation and execution of the activity 
organized specially for this event. 

MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE
Nuit blanche à Montréal is presented each year as part of the festival MONTRÉAL EN 
LUMIÈRE. This festival was created at the joint request of all three levels of government in 
order to dynamize the winter tourism season in Montreal and, consequently, consolidate 
the city’s position as a cultural, gastronomic and festive metropolis, as well as its title as 
City of Festivals. The first edition was held in February 2000.

MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE is renowned for a unique and diversified program combining 
performing arts, gastronomy and free outdoor activities. The 21st edition of the festival 
will run from February 20 to March 1, 2020.

THEME OF THE 17th EDITION
For its 17th edition, Nuit blanche à Montréal team invites you to go green!

Green in every shape and every shade. Eco-friendly green, of course, but also green paint, 
green bringing a sense of hope, green vegetation, green with envy… 

A secondary colour, but a prime inspiration, green is a theme that is both universal and 
very of the moment.

The 2020 Nuit blanche will be green, and as wild as you want it!

THE ADVANTAGES OF PARTNERING  
WITH NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL
Nuit blanche à Montréal is an event dedicated first and foremost to the democratization 
of culture, thereby allowing Nuit participants to develop a new audience. It offers them 
an opportunity to:

• Contribute to the development of a diversified cultural program unfolding as part of 
a unique large-scale event;

• Communicate and publicize his/her/their establishment and activities to a new clientele;

• Benefit from regional, national and international visibility;

• Remain independent regarding the development of the activity.

NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
Becoming a partner in Nuit blanche à Montréal requires involvement, in programming, 
promoting and producing the proposed activity. In order to maintain the unique character 
of the event, the partner must fulfill the following conditions:

• The activity presented must be unique and conceived especially for Nuit blanche;

• The activity must have a cultural or artistic aspect;

• The activity must be presented until at least 1 a.m.;

• Responsibility for the activity must be financially assumed by the organization or artist;

• The activity must be presented in one of the three quartiers or two pôles (zones) of 
the Nuit blanche;

• The partner must respect the obligations and deadlines proposed by Nuit blanche.

• The partner must to draw inspiration from the Nuit blanche theme in programming 
its activity: La Nuit blanche verte / Green Nuit blanche   

NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL COMMITMENTS
Thanks to its promotional collaboration with MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE, Nuit blanche à 
Montréal is committed to undertaking certain actions in order to generate the maximum 
benefit for all parties involved. 

• Design, set up, coordinate and lead a publicity campaign;

• Produce the tools necessary to promoting the activities of Nuit blanche à Montréal;

• Produce and distribute a series of tools highlighting our partners;

• Promote Nuit blanche à Montréal and MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE programming 
among the public of the greater metropolitan region, Quebec and outside Quebec;

• Provide support and facilitate the steps in organizing activity partner;

• Work in concert with partners to thereby offer night owls a diversified and eclectic program.

PARTNER COMMITMENTS
In exchange for the visibility offered through the different means stated above, the partner 
must respond to the organizational demands of Nuit blanche à Montréal, before, during 
and after the event is held. The partner must absolutely respect all deadlines established 
for each action. 

• Produce a plan for communications, press relations and publicity;

• Represent his/her/their establishment during the press conference for Nuit blanche 
à Montréal.

• Distribute and display the Festival’s promotional tools;

• Provide text, a photo and a logo for the program;

• Respect Nuit blanche à Montréal embargo regarding the disclosure of programming;

• Provide attendance statistics for your activity;

• Fill out the satisfaction questionnaire;

• Act as an ambassador for Nuit blanche à Montréal and MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE.



Please fill the following form and send it back along with the description of your project.  

YOUR PROFILE
To insure the success of the event, we will ask you to read and sign the Partners agreement that we will send you once the projects have been selected. Please indicate below the contact 
details of the authorized signatory.

Name of the organization: 

Address of the organization:  

Website of the organization: 

Name of authorized signatory:

Title of authorized signatory:

Phone number of authorized signatory:

Email address of authorized signatory:

CONTACT PERSON
Name:

Title:

Phone number:

Email address:

YOUR PROJECT IN BRIEF
Title of project:

Site / venue of presentation:  

Address:

Activity schedule: From                      to 

Category of activity: (choose only one category)

□ Dance     □ Exhibitions     □ Film      □ Games      □ Laughs      □ Lights      □ Multidisciplinary 

□ Music    □ Sports     □ Visual Arts      □ Words (poetry, literature, theater)

Free activity:      □ Yes      □ No  

• You are responsible for the security of the site/venue during Nuit blanche and for liability insurance.

• Outdoor projects on public land requiring an occupancy permit from the Ville de Montréal must first be presented to us so that we may undertake the approval process with 
the Bureau des festivals of the Ville de Montréal.

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROJECT
Please attach to this form all relevant documents describing your project in detail, including the following aspects :

• A complete and detailed description of the nature of the project, your inspirations, the sequencing, procedure and implementation of the activity, the type of clientele 
targeted and all other information deemed useful.

• A brief history of the organization and a brief career résumé of the participating artists.

• A feasibility plan, including technical requirements (equipment, materials…) and logistics (permits, security, employees…).

• A preliminary communications plan of the actions organized to promote the activity.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
The proposed activity will be evaluated on the following aspects:

• Originality: the project must have a unique character and must be linked to the spirit of the Nuit blanche. Partners are recommended to draw inspiration from the theme of 
the event in programming their activity. The theme of the 17th edition is: La Nuit blanche verte/Green Nuit blanche 

• Feasibility: the presentation of the project must demonstrate that all aspects have been taken into consideration (logistical, technical, communications, etc.) and that the 
budget is balanced.

• Organization: the proposal must include a short presentation on the organizers, artists and collaborators linked to the project.

• History: as a returning partner, your previous participations will be considered.

SUBMIT YOUR PROJECT
Send your application including this participation form and a detailed description of your project, not later than November 4, 2019  

• By e-mail to nuitblanche_mel@equipespectra.ca 
• Or by mail to 400 boul. de Maisonneuve Ouest, 9th floor, Montréal, (Québec) H3A 1L4
**Participation dossiers submitted after the deadline won’t be considered**

Thank you for your interest in MONTRÉAL EN LUMIÈRE and Nuit blanche.
We look forward to collaborating with you!

PARTICIPATION FORM
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